:: final assignment

student name: Student Name

instructor: chris gargiulo
project: final

visual design and the design process:

how well does your assignment demonstrate basic design principles emphasizing visual unity?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

how successful is your use of typography/selection of system font, typesetting, and use of color, spacing, and type treatment in creating a clear visual hierarchy?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

technology and css:

how well formatted is your css? Is your indentation clear and consistent?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is there any redundant or unnecessary code left in the css?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

does the site work on all browsers? Does your css validate?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

how well does your design reflect an awareness of coding limitations?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

presentation and project requirements:

did you try to articulate your design in a professional and clear manner (as if speaking to a client)? Did you share with the class your design process experience (both discoveries and pitfalls)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

did you acknowledge any and all bugs?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

how complete were you in submitting all the required elements of your assignment? (posted web site)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Meeting the deadline:

late/incomplete projects receive a variable/minimum of ten points reduction off the total score.

Final score/grade: (total available – 100 points)

X / 100 = X

Course Grade at Final: X = X